NEW MUSIC MAY

ROCK
- Alice Cooper - Breadcrumbs
- Beyonce - Cowboy Carter
- Billie Eilish - Hit Me Hard and Soft
- Chappell Roan - The Rise and Fall of a Midwest Princess
- Dua Lipa - Radical Optimism
- Sia - Reasonable Woman
- Taylor Swift - Tortured Poets Department
- Twenty One Pilots - Clancy
- Vampire Weekend - Only God was Above Us

CLASSICAL
- Piers Lane - Russian Variations
- Rudolf Buchbinder - Brahms: Reger Song Transcriptions

HIP HOP
- Schoolboy Q - Blue Lips

BLUES
- Charley Patton - Rough Guide to Charley Patton- Father of the Delta Blues

WORLD
- Shakira - Las Mujeres Ya No Lloran

JAZZ
- Jacob Collier - Djesse Volume 4

OPERA
- Cecilia Bartoli - Casta Diva